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What it means

Research is on-going, but it is best understood as a profile of ASD

Pathological excessive, extreme, can’t help it

Demand request to act AND internal ‘I ought to’

Avoidance ‘giving in’= loss of control = extreme anxiety

aka… Permanent Demand Anxiety 
(Margo Duncan)



Key Criteria

• Resists and avoids ordinary demands of life

• Surface sociability

• Mood swings & impulsive led by need to 
control

• Obsessive behaviour 
likely to be focussed on people / characters



Other ASC            Difficulties PDA

Communication

Social Imagination

Social interactions

Sensory 

Special interests

Executive processing

Mood swings

Demand avoidance



‘Being Misunderstood’

Wide variation in approach to diagnosis
• 49% mention demand avoidance in diagnosis
• 43% ASD only
• 8% something else

• 23% of young people had an ADHD diagnosis, and they 
appeared in all 3 of the above groups

Results from 768 parents who recorded 
the formal diagnoses of their children

‘Being Misunderstood’ survey, May 2018



How demands are avoided

Pretend not to have heard

Distraction

Put it off

Explain why not

Meltdown
FIGHT FLIGHT FREEZE

Anxiet
y

Panic



Why does this happen?

Research is on-going
We know demand avoidance can occur in everyone and for 
different reasons.

In PDA there are two themes:
1. Being ‘in control’ – intolerance of uncertainty

Others with ASD feel the need to know what is going on
Those with PDA feel the need to control what is going on

2. a) Learnt behaviour?  Does it develop as a way of managing lots of types of 
problems, like sensory difficulties or stressful situations, that becomes a 
‘habit’ 
2. b) Innate trait?  people born with a hard-wired trait 



The demands

• Children and adults may struggle with:
everyday tasks including eating, drinking, washing, dressing

• The demand avoidance also combines with other autistic traits 
affecting socialising

• Demand avoidance also applies to things they WANT to do 
eg birthdays parties & trips out 

Parent or carer takes responsibility 
(while walking on eggshells)

The result



Parenting style

✗ Clarity

✗ Firm Boundaries

✗ Rewards &      
Consequences

✗ Praise

✓ Flexibility

✓ Few Boundaries

✓ Negotiation

✓ Indirect affirmation

All about 
reducing anxiety, 

and then increasing tolerance



In practice: At school

• The ‘institutional’ school environment can be 
more tolerable than home

• Other autistic traits may cause difficulties –
noise, socialising etc

• But adult-child interactions are critical too 
& usual rules don’t apply



Alex, time to 
get on with 
your work I feel bad, 

how do I 
start?

Ah, a plan I 
can follow!

Let’s break it 
down into simple 

steps. We can 
start with the 

colouring

Where would 
you like to start? 

If you fancy 
colouring I could 

join in?

I feel bad. I 
don’t  want 
to do this

I can do 
this my 
way :-)

PDA Other ASC



Mental Health

Mood swings
Jeckyll and Hyde persona
‘one thing that’s predictable is the unpredictability’ 

Poor sense of identity
Driven by a lack of identity and sense of self
“If I let others dictate, that negates my sense of self”

Anxiety 
Usual therapies are ineffective

Depression
‘No way out’ is demoralising



Physical health

Sensory difficulties 

finger tips, creams and soaps, teeth

Interoception difficulties – internal senses
hunger, thirst, temperature

Exhaustion from mental / physical activity



Demand-Anxiety Cycle
1. Problems 
Functioning

2. Shown as 
inability to 
do basics

3. Depends on
tolerance and 
mental health

4. Exacerbated 
by deadlines & 
expectations

5. Leads to 
self-destructive and 

avoidance behaviours

6. Outcomes -
worsening mental 
& physical health



“PDA is one of the most ‘difficult to treat’ 
constellations of problems in the whole of child 
and adolescent psychiatry.

…parents, teachers and clinicians may be driven 
half crazy by the child’s stubborn refusal to 
cooperate and by avoidant…behaviours”

Professor Christopher Gillberg, University of Gothenburg, June 2015



Helpful approaches

• Understanding the source of behaviour

• Taking time (overlap with executive 
processing)

• Non-directive language 

• De-personalisation – use of visual cues

• Few rules, but predictability from others

• Novelty & variety / use of humour

• Gentle affirming with less direct praise 
(‘it’s looking tidier in here’ rather than ‘well done for tidying up’)



Adults - Tricking the mind

• Doing the opposite 

• Avoidance eg making a list

• ‘You don’t have to’ / Deciding not to 

• My choice / having some control

• Role play – pretend you are being filmed

• Not thinking 

• Mixing it up - doing things differently

DragonRiko



Towards Solutions

• Working in partnership – enabling and 
collaborating, using interests where possible

• Being ‘in-tune’ with anxiety levels 

• Development of anxiety self-management

• Develop new supportive relationships and 
positive activities



• Website www.pdasociety.org.uk

• Enquiry line info@pdasociety.org.uk

• Facebook thepdasociety

• Twitter @PDASociety


